Even worse is the emerging legal black art of patent blackmail. There are millions of patents out there, any of which can be bought or sold like used cars. (There are even patents listed for sale on eBay.)

Some law firms have found a great money-making scheme: buy a general and vague patent, then mail boilerplate notices of infringement to a few hundred companies. If only a small percentage agree to pay a license fee, rather than risk expensive litigation, you’ve made a lot of money for little work. (Of course, if someone accuses you of “patent extortion,” simply drape yourself in the flag of innovation and claim you are protecting small inventors from greedy big corporations.)

Especially in the world of technology, complaints about patents have been around for years. The new news isn’t that the patent system is messed up; rather, it’s that help may be on the way.

**Two High-Profile Groups**—the Federal Trade Commission and the National Academy of Sciences—have in recent months come out with lengthy critiques of the patent system.

Among the common themes in both reports: The patent system has become a drain on innovation and productivity, rather than the protector of them. The Patent Office needs more resources to do its job better. Challenging patents shouldn’t be the expensive and lengthy process it is today.

In addition, the Patent Office itself is supposed to soon suggest changes of its own. Patent experts expect next year’s Congress to engage on the issue, and attempt to move the system back to doing what the framers of the Constitution intended it to do.

But besides an overhaul of patent laws, something else is needed. Companies need to rethink the conventional wisdom of arming themselves with as many patents as possible, for use as a competitive weapon.

Washington Mutual’s branches are no doubt very nice to be in, and one certainly hopes that the marketplace rewards it for its innovations. That is a far cry, though, from saying the idea deserves a patent—a legally sanctioned monopoly that prohibits others from copying the idea without a license. What will be the next thing a bank might try to patent? Closing at 5:15 p.m. instead of 5?

Asked about its patent, Washington Mutual says it is simply defending its intellectual property. That is what all companies say when a patent is questioned. But one wonders about the devil’s bargain these companies make when they start patenting what in another age would have been regarded as simply a “good idea.”

Patent law gives, but it takes away, too. The company that gets a patent on some vague good idea is just feeding a system that sets up the inevitable challenge by some other patented good idea. Maybe everyone should go back to old-fashioned competition.
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